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A vortex-force formalism for the interaction of surface gravity waves and currents is implemented in a
three-dimensional (3D), terrain-following, hydrostatic, oceanic circulation model (Regional Oceanic Mod-
eling System: ROMS; Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005). Eulerian wave-averaged current equations for
mass, momentum, and tracers are included in ROMS based on an asymptotic theory by McWilliams et al.
(2004) plus non-conservative wave effects due to wave breaking, associated surface roller waves, bottom
streaming, and wave-enhanced vertical mixing and bottom drag especially for coastal and nearshore appli-
cations. The currents are coupled with a spectrum-peak WKB wave-refraction model that includes the
effect of currents on waves, or, alternatively, a spectrum-resolving wave model (e.g., SWAN) is used. The
coupled system is applied to the nearshore surf zone during the DUCK94 field measurement campaign.
Model results are compared to the observations and effects of parameter choices are investigated with
emphasis on simulating and interpreting the vertical profiles for alongshore and cross-shore currents.
The model is further compared to another ROMS-based 3D coupled model by Warner et al. (2008) with
depth-dependent radiation stresses on a plane beach. In both tests the present model manifests an onshore
surface flow and compensating offshore near-bed undertow near the shoreline and around the breaking
point. In contrast, the radiation-stress prescription yields significantly weaker vertical shear. The currents’
cross-shore and vertical structure is significantly shaped by the wave effects of near-surface breaker accel-
eration, vertical component of vortex force, and wave-enhanced pressure force and bottom drag.

� 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The effects of wind-driven (primary) surface gravity waves on
oceanic currents and turbulence (hereafter called WEC) have been
recognized to play a crucial role for scientific and engineering appli-
cations, ranging from wave-induced upper-ocean mixing and
current profiles to littoral flow, sea level, and sediment transport
relevant to beach management and navigation. An essential feature
of most theoretical approaches to WEC is averaging over the fast
oscillations of the primary wind-driven waves, with seminal papers
by Longuet-Higgins (1970), Hasselmann (1971), Craik and Leibo-
vich (1976), and Garrett (1976). Wave averaging is also necessary
for feasible computations of realistic circulations with WEC.

A central arena for WEC is the surf zone where breaking waves
accelerate alongshore and rip currents. The interplay between
waves and currents has been investigated mostly in one- or
two-dimensional, depth-averaged models with fast-wave averag-
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ing (recent studies by Ruessink et al. (2001), Yu and Slinn (2003),
Özkan-Haller and Li (2003), Reniers et al. (2004a) and Uchiyama
et al. (2009)). Alternatively, a phase-resolving horizontal two-
dimensional (2D) approach (e.g., Chen et al., 1999; Terrile et al.,
2008) can depict wave–current interaction processes, albeit at a
prohibitive computational cost for longer-term, larger-scale cur-
rent evolution.

Several wave-averaged 3D circulation models have been created
during the last decade. In Walstra et al. (2000) and Lesser et al.
(2004), the Delft3D-flow code includes WEC by loosely adapting a
set of generalized Lagrangian mean (GLM) equations by Groeneweg
(1999), adapted from Andrews and McIntyre (1978a,b). The model
prognostic field is Lagrangian mean velocity u‘ and the wave-in-
duced forcing in the flow model is represented by the depth-aver-
aged radiation-stress gradient (e.g., Longuet-Higgins and Stewart,
1962; Hasselmann, 1971; Phillips, 1977), although in practice it is
expressed in terms of breaking and frictional dissipation terms pro-
vided by a wave model in accordance with Dingemans et al. (1987)
and imposed in the flow model as surface and bottom stresses. A
simple, geostrophic 3D GLM ocean model was proposed by Perrie
et al. (2003) where Stokes–Coriolis force (Hasselmann, 1971) and
a surface-intensified acceleration due to wave dissipation are taken
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1 The recent generalization to a non-hydrostatic ROMS model (Kanarska et al.
2007) will include the same wave-averaged effects discussed here. Additional terms
are added to the momentum equations: non-WEC terms for vertical acceleration and
for horizontal Coriolis frequency f y and WEC terms for Stokes–Coriolis force with f
and for VF with full horizontal vorticity.
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into account as WEC. These models neglected the conservative vor-
tex force (VF) and quasi-static set-down (i.e., equivalent to a pres-
sure contribution in the Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1962)
radiation stress). Another branch of engineering-oriented 3D model-
ing with WEC is by Xie et al. (2001), following Lewis (1997). It applies
the depth-averaged radiation-stress gradient as a depth-uniform
body force in the Princeton Ocean Model (POM; Blumberg and Mel-
lor (1987)). Later, a depth-dependent form of horizontal radiation
stress gradient terms was proposed by Xia et al. (2004) in a theoret-
ically ad hoc way. Warner et al. (2008) (W08) employs a GLM-like
vertical mapping approach with a depth-dependent radiation-stress
formalism proposed by Mellor (2003, 2005) in the Regional Oceanic
Modeling System (ROMS) code. It is recognized (Ardhuin et al.,
2008a) that accurate implementation of this formalism (also the
‘‘alternative” GLM equations in Andrews and McIntyre (1978a)) re-
quires knowledge of the wave kinematics to higher order in param-
eters that define the large-scale evolution of the wave field, such as
the bottom slope; this impracticality is addressed in Mellor (2008),
but it does not yet seem to have been conveyed into the W08 code.
In these 3D models, the WEC are represented as the radiation stress
gradient. Based on the Helmholtz decomposition of the advection
terms in the equations of motion, the VF representation comes from
the identity, u � ru =rjuj2/2 + (r� u) � u, while the radiation-
stress representation arises from the Reynolds decomposition,
u � ru =r � (uu) + u(r � u), together with incompressibility
r � u = 0, where u is the Eulerian velocity. The primary advantage
of the wave-averaged VF formalism is its explicit inclusion of a type
of wave–current interaction that few if any available wave models
properly incorporate to allow its complete expression in the radia-
tion stress (e.g., Lane et al., 2007). A conspicuous demonstration of
the utility of a VF representation is Langmuir circulations in the
upper ocean (Craik and Leibovich, 1976; Leibovich, 1980; McWil-
liams et al., 1997). The GLM approach with a VF formalism is taken
in Ardhuin et al. (2008b) and advocated as appropriate for a wide
range of oceanic applications. This formulation is applied to vertical
one-dimensional modeling of the ocean mixed layer by Rascle et al.
(2006, 2009) and tested in a nearshore 2D (cross-shore/vertical) Ras-
cle, 2007. Instead, we utilize an Eulerian reference frame for the
wave averaging (e.g., McWilliams and Restrepo, 1999; McWilliams
et al., 2004; Lane et al., 2007), primarily for more direct comparabil-
ity to most measurements and compatibility with existing circula-
tion models. Within asymptotic approximations the two
approaches are equivalently valid as long as the Lagrangian and
Eulerian mean velocities are related by u‘ = u + uSt, where uSt is
the 3D Stokes drift velocity. When the model prognostic variable is
u‘, care must be taken to retrieve u to estimate horizontal and verti-
cal mixing, bed shear stress, and boundary conditions for realistic
applications.

For littoral currents in the surf zone, Longuet-Higgins (1973) and
Dingemans et al. (1987) show that conservative and non-conserva-
tive contributions in WEC are separable within the radiation stress
divergence when a geometric optics (WKB, ray theory) approxima-
tion is applied to the wave field; the VF is contained within the radi-
ation stress divergence, but they argued that it is negligible in a
surface zone when the breaking-induced acceleration dominates.
However, this assumption has been partially falsified in several
models with a VF formalism: barotropic models (Smith, 2006;
Uchiyama et al., 2009), a quasi-3D model (Shi et al., 2006), and
3D models (Newberger and Allen, 2007a,b, called ‘‘nearshore POM”
and designated by NA07, and Delft3D-flow). Multiple aspects of
WEC are expected to be important for surf zone currents. In addi-
tion to the conservative effects of VF, Bernoulli head, and quasi-sta-
tic pressure response, there are important non-conservative effects
due to depth-induced breaking (and white capping) near the sur-
face and frictional wave dissipation near the bottom. For 3D config-
urations the last two components should be applied at appropriate
depths, near the surface for the former and right above the wave
bottom boundary layer for the latter.

In this paper, we develop and test a 3D oceanic circulation model
(extending ROMS; Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005) with
dynamically consistent wave–current interactions suitable to a
wide range of nearshore, coastal, and open-ocean applications.
We base the model on the Eulerian-averaged, multi-scale, wave–
current asymptotic theory derived in McWilliams et al. (2004)
(MRL04). It uses a VF formalism that cleanly separates conservative
and non-conservative WEC mechanisms, unlike the radiation-stress
formalism. The conservative part of WEC comprises the VF (Leibo-
vich, 1980), the Stokes–Coriolis force (Hasselmann, 1971), Bernoulli
head, and a quasi-static pressure response known as wave-setup/
down. Non-conservative WEC are included as a surface-concen-
trated 3D acceleration and wave-enhanced vertical mixing due to
depth-induced wave breaking and associated surface rollers; a bot-
tom-confined bottom streaming stress (e.g., Longuet-Higgins,
1953) caused by near-bed wave drag; and a wave-enhanced current
bed shear stress (e.g., Soulsby, 1995). The wave-induced vertical
mixing is represented as an extension of the KPP model (Large
et al., 1994), a non-local vertical mixing parameterization. The gov-
erning current and wave equations are presented in Section 2, and
the WEC implementation in ROMS is detailed in Section 3 with par-
ticular attention to non-conservative wave effects adapted from
previous parameterizations. Section 4 describes the application to
the surf zone during the DUCK94 experiment. In Section 5 a com-
parison to another ROMS-based 3D wave–current model by W08
and Haas and Warner (2009) (HW09) based on a radiation-stress
formalism is made for an idealized plane beach, using an identical
wave field from SWAN (Booij et al., 1999). Section 6 provides a sum-
mary and an outlook for future applications of the model.
2. Governing equations

The WEC model formulation is built on a sequence of previous
developments. McWilliams et al. (2004) (MRL04) derives a multi-
scale asymptotic model for the phase-averaged, conservative
dynamical effects of surface gravity waves on currents and infra-
gravity waves with longer space and time scales. MRL04 extends
earlier derivations that feature the central WEC role of VF (Craik
and Leibovich, 1976; Garrett, 1976; McWilliams et al., 1997;
McWilliams and Restrepo, 1999), and this approach is set in the
context of the larger literature on wave–current interaction in Lane
et al. (2007) (LRM07). Uchiyama and McWilliams (2008) present a
barotropic ROMS model for the effects of primary wind waves on
infragravity waves, while Uchiyama et al. (2009) presents a verti-
cally averaged (barotropic) ROMS model for surf zone shear insta-
bility with WEC. In this and the next section, we describe the
governing equations and ROMS implementation for 3D WEC and
an accompanying surface wave model with effects of currents on
the waves (hereafter called CEW).
2.1. Wave-averaged currents

ROMS is a hydrostatic, incompressible (Boussinesq), free-sur-
face model with non-conservative forcing, diffusion, and bottom
drag. It makes a baroclinic–barotropic mode split, with explicit fast
time-stepping and subsequent conservative averaging of barotrop-
ic variables. All present elements in ROMS are retained, but new
terms are added to incorporate WEC.1 The ROMS formulation is
,

y
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non-asymptotic in the sense that some additional non-wave terms,
beyond the minimum required for asymptotic consistency as defined
in MRL04, are included for completeness (e.g., the time-derivative of
surface elevation in the kinematic boundary condition and depth-
integrated mass balance), along with additional non-conservative
wave effects (e.g., breaker acceleration).

We first write the model equations in Cartesian (x,y,z,t) coordi-
nates. The notation is slightly different from MRL04, and the quan-
tities are dimensional. We combine the infragravity wave and
current dynamics, which were asymptotically separated in
MRL04. The momentum balance is written in terms of a dynamic
pressure / (normalized by mean density q0) and sea level f after
subtracting the wave-averaged quasi-static components /̂ and f̂
(n.b., MRL04, Sections 6 and 9.2.3, and LRM07, Eqs. (3.8)–(3.10))
that occur even without currents. All wave quantities are refer-
enced to the local wave-averaged sea level, z ¼ fþ f̂, rather than
the mean sea level, z = 0. The vertical coordinate range is
�hðxÞ 6 z 6 fþ f̂. The equations make the particular gauge choice
for the decomposition between VF (J,K) and Bernoulli head K de-
scribed in MRL04, Section 9.6. The new WEC terms for ROMS are
written on the right side of the equations below. Boldface vectors
are horizontal only, and 3D vectors are designated by (horizontal,
vertical).

ou
ot
þ ðu � $?Þuþw

ou
oz
þ f ẑ� uþ $?/� F ¼ �$?Kþ Jþ Fw;

o/
oz
þ gq

q0
¼ � oK

oz
þ K;

$? � uþ
ow
oz
¼ 0;

oc
ot
þ ðu � $?Þc þw

oc
oz
� C ¼ �ðuSt � $?Þc �wSt oc

oz
þ 1

2
o

oz
E

oc
oz

� �
:

ð1Þ

F is the non-wave non-conservative forces, Fw is the wave-induced
non-conservative forces, c is any material tracer concentration (e.g.,
T and S), and C is the non-conservative tracer forcing, where $? is
the horizontal differential operator. The system (1) is completed
with the equation of state.

The 3D Stokes velocity (uSt,wSt) is non-divergent and defined for
a monochromatic wave field by

uSt ¼ A2r
2sinh2½H�

cosh½2Z�k;

wStðzÞ ¼ �$? �
Z z

�h
uSt dz0:

ð2Þ

h(x) is the resting depth of the ocean; A is the wave amplitude; k is
its wavenumber vector and k is its magnitude;

r ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gk tanh½H�

q
ð3Þ

is its intrinsic frequency; and normalized vertical lengths are

H ¼ k hþ fþ f̂
� �

� kD; and Z ¼ kðzþ hÞ; ð4Þ

where D ¼ hþ fþ f̂ is the wave-averaged thickness of the water
column. The horizontal and vertical VF (inclusive of the Stokes–
Coriolis term) and Bernoulli head (after removing quasi-static
terms) are

J ¼ �ẑ� uSt ẑ � $? � uð Þ þ fð Þ �wSt ou
oz
;

K ¼ uSt � ou
oz
;

K ¼ 1
4

rA2

ksinh2½H�

Z z

�h

o2V

oz02
sinh½2kðz� z0Þ�dz0;

ð5Þ
with V ¼ k � u. The wave-induced tracer diffusivity is defined by

E ¼ 1
2

o

ot
A sinh½Z�
sinh½H�

� �2

: ð6Þ

The quasi-static sea-level component is defined by

f̂ ¼ � patm

gq0
� A2k

2 sinh½2H� : ð7Þ

It contains both an inverse-barometric response to changes in
atmospheric pressure patm and a wave-averaged setup/setdown.

With a multi-component wave field, A2 is replaced in (2)–(7) by
the sea-level spectrum G(h,r) with integration over wavenumber-
vector angle h and frequency r. This implies a superposition of the
WEC contributions from different components, consistent with the
asymptotic theoretical assumption of small wave slope Ak.

2.2. Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions for ROMS include the usual stress and
heat and material flux conditions plus the following kinematic and
pressure continuity conditions, again with the additional WEC
terms on the right side:

wj�h þ uj�h � $?h ¼ 0;

wjfþf̂ �
of
ot
� ðujfþf̂ � $?Þf ¼ $? � USt þ of̂

ot
þ ðujfþf̂ � $?Þf̂;

gf� /jfþf̂ ¼ P;

ð8Þ

with

P ¼ gA2

2r
tanh½H�
sinh½2H� �

oV

oz

				
fþf̂

þ cosh½2H�oV
oz

				
�h

 (

þ
Z fþf̂

�h

o2V

oz02
cosh½2kz0�dz0

!
� 2k tanh½H�Vjfþf̂

)
: ð9Þ

In MRL04, Section 9.3, there are additional quasi-static components
in P of higher asymptotic order in the wave slope Ak, but, unlike in f̂
in (8), they have no dynamical coupling with the currents in (1) and
(8). So, without a specific motivation for examining the various de-
leted quasi-static terms, they are not presently included in ROMS,
although they could easily be added as a diagnostic.

2.3. Barotropic mode

The barotropic mode is derived from (1) as a vertical integral of
the continuity equation and a vertical average of the horizontal
momentum equation. With the WEC terms kept on the right side,
the result is

of
ot
þ $? � U ¼ �

of̂
ot
� $? � USt;

o�u
ot
þ 1

D
ð$? � UÞ ujfþf̂ �

U
D

 !
þ � � � ¼ � 1

D
ð$? � UStÞ ujfþf̂ �

U
D

 !

þ 1
D

Z fþf̂

�h
½J� $?K�dzþ Fw:

ð10Þ

The dots in the barotropic momentum equation indicate contribu-
tions from all the left-side terms in the horizontal momentum
equation in (1) other than the acceleration. Here

U ¼
Z fþf̂

�h
udz and USt ¼

Z fþf̂

�h
uSt dz ð11Þ

are the horizontal volume transports by Eulerian and Stokes
currents, respectively, and �u ¼ U=D is the barotropic velocity. (Note
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that the depth integration and averaging violates the strict separa-
tion of non-wave and wave-averaged terms on the left and right
sides of the equations above.) We can combine the barotropic con-
tinuity and momentum equations in (10) to write the latter in the
form used in ROMS:

o

ot
Uþ � � � ¼ �ujfþf̂$? � Uþ USt
 �

þ
Z fþf̂

�h
½J� $?K�dzþ DFw: ð12Þ

The free-surface equation in (10) implies the volume conservation
relation,

d
dt

Z Z
hþ fþ f̂
� �

dx ¼ �
I

Uþ USt
 �
� n̂ds: ð13Þ

Thus, mean sea level within a domain is controlled by the boundary
Eulerian and Stokes fluxes.

In a barotropic ROMS model, u fþ f̂
� �

¼ U=D, and the remaining

right-side terms are evaluated with u ¼ �u in J from (5) and K ¼ 0.
The associated tracer variable is also equated with its depth-aver-
aged value, c ¼ c. The resulting model has been applied to infragra-
vity-wave and nearshore barotropic shear-instability problems
(Uchiyama and McWilliams, 2008; Uchiyama et al., 2009).

2.4. Wave dynamics

For a monochromatic wave field, a WKB wave model with wave
refraction and conservation of wave action is the following:

ok
ot
þ cg � $?k ¼ �~k � $?~�u� kr

sinh 2kD
$?D ð14Þ

oA

ot
þ $? � ðAcgÞ ¼ �

�w

r
; ð15Þ

using the tilde convention to identify conjoined horizontal vectors
in a dot product. The wave action is defined by A ¼ E=r where
E ¼ 1

2 q0gA2 is the depth-integrated wave energy.

rds ¼ �u � kþ r ð16Þ

is a Doppler-shifted (CEW) wave frequency, where �u is the depth-
averaged current,2 r is the intrinsic frequency (3), and the associ-
ated group velocity is

cg ¼ �uþ r
2k2 1þ 2kD

sinh 2kD

� �
k: ð17Þ

�w is the depth-integrated rate of wave energy loss (or dissipation).
In the present formulation, we include wave dissipation due to
depth-induced breaking and bottom drag, both of which must be
parameterized (Section 3.2).

In some realistic cases, this model is applied with k = kp the

spectrum-peak wavenumber and A ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2E
p

=g ¼ Hsig= 2
ffiffiffi
2
p� �

¼
H�=2 the equivalent wave amplitude in terms of the wave energy
E, the so-called significant wave height Hsig, or a wave height H�
commonly used in breaking parameterizations. The simplest
extension from a monochromatic/spectrum-peak model to a mul-
ti-component model is based on superposition of components with
spectrum G. For more general wave dynamics including nonlinear
spectrum evolution and wind generation, a wave simulation model
is used (e.g., SWAN; Booij et al., 1999) to provide G and �w. One
may also specify G from available observations, e.g., an offshore
wave buoy.
2 This CEW theory is strictly valid only for depth-uniform currents because strong
vertical current shear invalidates the wave eigenmodes and dispersion relation on
which the asymptotic WEC theory is based. In practice we use either the depth-
average current in shallow water or an upper-ocean average over a depth / k�1 in
deep water for the wave model. MRL04 did not include CEW because its scaling
assumptions were that current speed and sea-level elevation are, respectively,
smaller than gravity-wave propagation speed and resting depth.
3. Implementation in ROMS

3.1. Wave-averaged 3D currents and tracers

As a prelude to discretization in curvilinear coordinates, we re-
write several of the WEC relations in Section 2 in forms closer to
those used in ROMS, adopting a flux-divergence form of the sub-
stantial derivative and defining three new variables,

fc ¼ fþ f̂;

/c ¼ /þK;

u‘;x‘

 �

¼ ðu;xÞ þ uSt;xSt

 �

;

ð18Þ

where fc is a composite sea level, /c absorbs the Bernoulli head,
(u‘,x‘) is the wave-averaged Lagrangian velocity, and x is the ver-
tical velocity in the transformed coordinate system used in ROMS
(see (25) et seq.). The 3D primitive equation (1) become

ou
ot
þ ~$? � ~u‘u

� �
þ o

oz
ðw‘uÞ þ f ẑ� u‘ þ $?/

c � F ¼ ~uSt$? � ~uþ Fw;

o/c

oz
þ gq

q0
¼ K;

$? � u‘ þ ow‘

oz
¼ 0;

oc
ot
þ ~$? � ~u‘c


 �
þ o

oz
ðw‘cÞ � C ¼ 1

2
o

oz
E

oc
oz

� �
:

ð19Þ

The WEC terms are no longer confined to the right sides of these
equations. The boundary conditions (8) are

w‘j�h þ u‘j�h � $?h ¼ 0;

w‘jfc � ofc

ot
� u‘jfc � $?

 �

fc ¼ 0;

gfc � /cjfc ¼ Pþ gf̂�Kjfc :

ð20Þ

The depth-integrated continuity equation in (10) is

ofc

ot
þ $? � U‘ ¼ 0; ð21Þ

where U‘ is the depth integral of u‘. The associated barotropic hor-
izontal momentum equation (12) is

o

ot
Uþ ~$? �

Z fc

�h

~u‘u

 �

dz ¼ �gD$?f
c þF0 þ

Z fc

�h
R dz; ð22Þ

where F0 is the baroclinic part of the full vertically integrated pres-
sure-gradient force,

F0 ¼ gD$?f
c �

Z fc

�h
$?/

c dz; ð23Þ

containing the usual terms proportional to gq0/q0 as well as contri-
butions from wave effects, but excluding the barotropic free-surface
gradient term. Other terms in the 3D momentum equation in (19)
have been lumped into a residual horizontal vector,

R ¼ �f ẑ� u‘ þ Fþ ~uSt$? � ~uþ Fw: ð24Þ

The ROMS equations are expressed in horizontal orthogonal curvi-
linear and vertical surface- and terrain-following coordinates
(n,g,s) (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005, 2008). We use the com-
posite sea-level variable fc and h to define the s coordinate. m�1 and
n�1 are Lamé metric coefficients, and Hc

z is the transformed grid-cell
thickness. The 3D primitive equations for wave-averaged currents
in ROMS are the following:

o

ot
Hc

z

mn

� �
þ o

on
Hc

zu‘

n

� �
þ o

og
Hc

zv‘

m

� �
þ o

os
x‘

s

mn

� �
¼ 0; ð25Þ
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Du
Dt
� cF‘v ¼ �Hc

z

n
o/c

on

				
z

þdFc vSt þ Hc
z

n
uSt ou

on
þ vSt ov

on

� �
þ Hc

z

mn
Fn þ Fwn
� �

; ð26Þ

Dv
Dt
þ cF‘u ¼ �Hc

z

m
o/c

og

				
z

�dFc uSt þ Hc
z

m
uSt ou

og
þ vSt ov

og

� �
þ Hc

z

mn
Fg þ Fwgð Þ; ð27Þ

where D=Dt is the material derivative in conservation form in cur-
vilinear coordinates,

D�
Dt
¼ o

ot
Hc

z

mn
�

� �
þ o

on
Hc

zu‘

n
�

� �
þ o

og
Hc

zv ‘

m
�

� �
þ o

os
x‘

s

mn
�

� �
; ð28Þ

where cF‘ and dFc are generalized Coriolis frequencies combined
with the curvilinear metric terms,

cF‘ ¼ Hc
z

f
mn
� u‘

o

og
1
m

� �
þ v‘ o

on
1
n

� �� �
; ð29Þ

dFc ¼ Hc
z

f
mn
� u

o

og
1
m

� �
þ v o
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� �� �
: ð30Þ

where F ¼ ðFn;FgÞ is the non-wave body force and parameterized
momentum mixing term; Fw = (Fwn,Fwg) is the non-conservative
wave terms defined later in this section. The vertical motion past
s surfaces is

x‘
s ¼ w‘ � oz

ot
þ u‘ � $?z

� �� �				
s

; ð31Þ

and the vertical mass flux is calculated as

W ‘ ¼
Z s

�1

oU‘

on
þ oV ‘

og

 !
ds0 � 1

mn
� zþ h
fþ h

� of
c

ot
: ð32Þ

Here U‘ ¼ Hc
zu‘=n; V ‘ ¼ Hc

zv ‘=m; and W ‘ ¼ x‘
s=ðmnÞ are grid-cell

volume fluxes. The geopotential function is evaluated from integra-
tion of the vertical momentum equation,

/c ¼ g fc � f̂
� �

� ðP�KÞjfc þ
Z 0

s

gq
q0
� K

� �
Hc

z ds: ð33Þ

The 3D tracer equation with WEC is

Dc
Dt
¼ Cþ o

os
E

Hc
z

oc
os

� �� �
; ð34Þ

where C includes both non-wave and wave-enhanced turbulent
mixing parameterizations (Section 3.4) and E is defined in (6).

The wave model is solved before the predictor stage for the
baroclinic mode (Shchepetkin and McWilliams, 2005), and subse-
quently the WEC components are computed. For 3D simulations
these are kept unchanged during the barotropic time steps; for
2D simulations, however, the WKB wave model is solved at every
barotropic time step, and the WEC terms are updated as fc and �u
evolve. All the new terms associated with the conservative WEC
are discretized with the centered finite-differences in a manner
similar to the other terms in ROMS at the predictor and corrector
stages. The vertical VF in (33) is discretized with the density-Jaco-
bian scheme (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987) to reduce the terrain-
following-coordinate error. Correction of (u‘,x‘) with the updated
Stokes velocity occurs before the corrector steps. These procedures
enable us to minimize the code changes in ROMS. Notice that the
prognostic variables in ROMS with WEC are composite sea level
fc and Eulerian velocity (u,x).
3.2. Non-conservative wave dissipation and rollers

The primary wave dissipation rate in (15) is calculated as the
sum of the effects of wave breaking �b and wave bottom drag �wd,

�w ¼ �b þ �wd: ð35Þ

These wave dissipation processes also imply WEC accelerations
(Section 3.3).

Bottom viscous drag on the primary waves causes a dissipation
�wd and an associated wave-averaged bottom stress swd

bot ¼ �wdk=r
that induces an Eulerian bottom streaming flow in the direction
of wave propagation (Longuet-Higgins, 1953). We use a parameter-
ization by Reniers et al. (2004b) for the realistic regime of a turbu-
lent wave boundary layer, which is based on the Rayleigh wave
height distribution in accordance with Thornton and Guza (1983)
consistent with the present WKB spectrum-peak wave modeling:

�wd ¼ 1
2
ffiffiffiffi
p
p q0fw uw

orb

		 		3; ð36Þ

where uw
orb

		 		 ¼ rH�=ð2 sinh kDÞ is bottom wave orbital velocity, and
fw is a wave friction factor (Soulsby, 1997),

fw ¼ 1:39
rzo

uw
orb

		 		
 !0:52

: ð37Þ

Wave dissipation due to wave breaking �b is a combination of deep-
water breaking (e.g., white-capping) and depth-induced nearshore
breaking. Deep-water breaking in wind-wave equilibrium is inte-
grally equivalent to the surface wind stress (Sullivan et al., 2007);
in this paper for simplicity we will use the latter representation
(consistent with ignoring wave generation in the monochromatic
wave model in Section 2.4). However, the depth-induced breaking
is essential for surf zone wave–current interaction. A parameteriza-
tion (Thornton and Guza, 1983) is

�b ¼ 3
ffiffiffiffi
p
p

16
q0g

B3
bfp

c4
bD5 H7

� ; ð38Þ

where fp is a peak wave frequency (1/Tp = x/2p with Tp a peak
wave period), H� = 2A (Section 2.4), and Bb and cb are empirical
parameters related to breaker types. An alternative parameteriza-
tion by Thornton and Whitford (1990) is described by Church and
Thornton (1993):

�b ¼ 3
ffiffiffiffi
p
p

16
q0g

B3
bfp

D
H3
� 1þ tanh 8

H�
cD
� 1

� �� � �

� 1� 1þ H�
cbD

� �2
( )�5

2
24 35; ð39Þ

where Bb and cb are again empirical constants depending on types
of breaking. In the DUCK94 simulation, the latter parameterization
is found to be more successful (Section 4).

To better estimate surf zone currents, an additional wave com-
ponent is sometimes included (Svendsen, 1984a), i.e., surface roll-
ers, which are onshore-traveling bores of broken primary waves.
The idea is that some fraction ar is converted into rollers that prop-
agate toward the shoreline before dissipating, while the remaining
fraction 1 � ar causes local dissipation (hence current accelera-
tion). Here we introduce a surface roller model by primarily fol-
lowing Nairn et al. (1991) and Reniers et al. (2004a) with minor
modifications. The roller is assumed to have the same k as the
breaking primary wave in (14). The evolution equation for the roll-
er action density Ar is analogous to (15) for A:

oAr

ot
þr � Arcð Þ ¼ ar�b � �r

r
; ð40Þ
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where Ar ¼ Er=r; Er is roller energy density; and c ¼ �uþ rk�2k is
the phase speed of the primary wave (not cg; Svendsen, 1984a; Stive
and De Vriend, 1994). While most previous studies, including
Svendsen (1984a), Nairn et al. (1991) and Apotsos et al. (2007), as-
sume that the full primary wave �b feeds the roller energy density
(i.e., ar = 1), Tajima and Madsen (2006) introduce ar, 0 6 ar 6 1.
We view the latter as useful for correcting �b with some flexibility
to depict different breaking wave and beach forms (e.g., spilling
or plunging breakers, barred or plane beaches); however, its value
is an ad hoc choice. The roller dissipation rate is then parameterized
as

�r ¼ g sin bEr

c
; ð41Þ

where sinb = 0.1 is an empirical constant (Nairn et al., 1991; Reniers
et al., 2004a). According to Svendsen (1984a), the roller Stokes
transport for a monochromatic primary wave is

Ur ¼ Er

q0r
k ¼Ar

q0
k; ð42Þ

hence the total Stokes transport is

USt ¼ ðEþ ErÞ
q0r

k ¼ ðAþArÞ
q0

k: ð43Þ

We assume that Ur is vertically distributed similarly to the Stokes
drift velocity of the primary waves, hence

uStðzÞ ¼ r2 cosh 2kðzþ hÞ
gsinh2kD

AþArð Þk: ð44Þ

The expression for primary-wave Stokes drift in (44) is for non-
breaking, small-slope waves that may not be accurate in the surf-
zone. We also assume for simplicity that (44) is applicable to the
roller Stokes drift, although NA07b represented it with a surface-
intensified vertical structure. (The same assumption about (44) for
the roller waves is also made in other models such as the Lagrang-
ian-mean radiation-stress model by W08.) There is room for future
investigation.

A coupled wave simulation model such as SWAN (Booij et al.,
1999) provides kp, rp, Hsig ¼

ffiffiffi
2
p

H�; �b; �wd, and Qs, where Qs is
the fraction of broken waves (0 6 Qs 6 1). As originally given by
Svendsen (1984a), with consideration of Qs, the roller action den-
sity is then

Ar ¼ Er

r
¼ q0gDAR

2Lprp
Q s; ð45Þ

where Lp(=2p/jkpj) is a primary wave length and AR is a roller area in
the vertical plane estimated from the formulas proposed by Svend-
sen (1984b) or Okayasu et al. (1986),

AR ¼ as
RH2
� or AR ¼ ao

RH�Lp; ð46Þ

with empirical constants as
R ¼ 0:9 and ao

R ¼ 0:06. The latter is
adopted to shift the peak undertow velocity farther shoreward un-
der plunging waves.

3.3. Non-conservative wave accelerations for currents

The wave dissipation processes (�b, �r, and �wd in Section 3.2)
have accompanying WEC accelerations Aw (e.g., Dingemans et al.,
1987). We distinguish Aw from the wave-enhanced turbulent ver-
tical mixing Dw and bottom drag stress scd

bot discussed in Section 3.4.
Thus,

Fw ¼ Aw þ Dw; Aw ¼ Bb þ Bwd; ð47Þ

for brevity Bb contains both the depth-induced breaking and roller
accelerations. We represent the accelerations either as body forces
or as equivalent boundary stresses if the associated turbulent
boundary layers are too thin to be resolved in a particular model
configuration. For simplicity we revert to Cartesian coordinates in
the rest of this section, with implied translation into transformed
coordinates for ROMS along the lines indicated in Section 3.

The breaking and roller accelerations enter as a body force
through Fw in the current momentum equations (26) and (27).
They are expressed as

Bb ¼ ð1� arÞ�b þ �r

q0r
kf bðzÞ; ð48Þ

where fb(z) is a vertical distribution function representing vertical
penetration of momentum associated with breaking waves and roll-
ers from the surface. It is normalized asZ fc

�h
f b z0ð Þdz0 ¼ 1; ð49Þ

hence the vertical average of Bb (i.e., barotropic acceleration) is

Bb ¼ ð1� arÞ�b þ �r

q0rD
k: ð50Þ

We can alternatively incorporate the breaking acceleration as an
equivalent surface stress boundary condition for u instead of a body
force (e.g., as done in NA07):

ssur ¼ swind
sur þ sb

sur; ð51Þ

where swind
sur is the usual oceanic-model representation of surface

wind stress and

sb
sur ¼ q0DBb ð52Þ

is the stress due to primary wave breaking and rollers. To examine
the sensitivity to the choice of fb, we consider three alternative
shapes:

Type I : f bðzÞ / 1� tanh½kbðfc � zÞ�4;
Type II : f bðzÞ / 1� tanh½kbðfc � zÞ�2;
Type III : f bðzÞ / cosh½kbðzþ hÞ�

ð53Þ

(leaving out the normalization factors for (49)). The vertical length
scale k�1

b controls the penetration depth in each of these shape func-
tions. Usually we represent k�1

b ¼ abH�, where ab is an Oð1Þ constant.
The first fb in (53) is proposed in W08 to account for the depth-
dependent radiation stresses divergence associated with rollers;
the second one is an alternative that concentrates the breaking ef-
fects nearer the surface; and the last one is inspired by the structure
of the primary wave and further matches the vertical scale of its
velocity variance with kb = 2k (i.e., a choice based on wavelength
not wave amplitude).

Wave-induced bottom streaming (Longuet-Higgins, 1953; Xu
and Bowen, 1994) is similarly represented as a body force:

Bwd ¼ �
wd

q0r
kf wdðzÞ; ð54Þ

where fwd(z) is a vertical distribution function normalized as in (49)
for the Reynolds stress divergence associated with the turbulent
wave bottom boundary layer (WBBL). We employ three upward
decaying functions fwd analogous to fb,

Type I : f wdðzÞ / 1� tanh½kwdðhþ zÞ�4;

Type II : f wdðzÞ / 1� tanh½kwdðhþ zÞ�2;

Type III : f wdðzÞ / cosh½kwdðfc � zÞ�;

ð55Þ

with a decay length k�1
wd ¼ awddw. awd is a constant, and dw is the

WBBL thickness,



3 There is disagreement among local-closure modelers about the shape of Kb
v near

e surface, primarily because of different assumptions about the length scale profile;
.g., Burchard (2001) has Kb

v decrease as z ? fc, while Jones and Monismith (2008) has
increase. Our choice of fkV is monotonically increasing, essentially for profile

mplicity. These distinctions probably matter only on a finer vertical scale (i.e., a
action of H�) than we should expect our model to be apt.
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dw ¼ 0:09kN
Aw

orb

kN

� �0:82

: ð56Þ

Aw
orb ¼ juw

orbj=r is a semi-orbital excursion of short waves; kN = 30zo

is the Nikuradse roughness; and zo is roughness (Fredsøe and Deig-
aard, 1995); dw is typically only a few cm. awd = 1 corresponds to the
theoretical turbulent WBBL thickness associated with monochro-
matic waves, whereas it is known that there exists a significant
increase in awd under random waves based on laboratory measure-
ments (Klopman, 1994); e.g., Reniers et al. (2004b) use awd = 3. Its
depth integral has an equivalent effect to a bottom stress,

swd
bot ¼ q0DBwd ¼ �

wd

r
k: ð57Þ

When k�1
wd is too thin to be resolved on the model grid, then the

streaming acceleration is applied only as a stress in the bottom grid
cell.

This formula implies bottom streaming occurs in the direction
of wave propagation, consistent with the viscous streaming in
laminar (Longuet-Higgins, 1953) and weakly turbulent (Longuet-
Higgins, 1958) regimes under sinusoidal forcing. In contrast, non-
linear waves with the second-order Stokes theory and asymmetric
forcing in rough turbulent WBBLs reduce the Longuet-Higgins
positive streaming, and under some circumstances even manifest
opposite flow (e.g., Trowbridge and Madsen, 1984; Davies and
Villaret, 1999). In the surf zone, near-bed undertow opposite to
the incident waves dominates over streaming (Section 4.6).

There could additionally be a surface streaming flow due
to a wave-viscous boundary layer in a thin layer of thickness,ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2m=r
p

� 1 mm, where m is the molecular viscosity (Longuet-
Higgins, 1953), but we take the view that it is negligibly small,
especially in the presence of wave breaking.

3.4. Wave-enhanced vertical mixing

In ROMS the parameterization of vertical mixing is often done
in the framework of the non-local, first-order turbulent closure
model, K-Profile Parameterization, KPP (Large et al., 1994; Shche-
petkin and McWilliams, 2010). Apart from wave effects KPP com-
prises a shear-convective surface boundary layer (with counter-
gradient flux as well as eddy diffusion), a shear bottom boundary
layer, and interior mixing due to stratified shear instability, break-
ing internal waves, and double diffusion. In the KPP formulation for
eddy diffusivity Kv, the effects of different mixing processes are
mostly superimposed as if they were independent. Exceptions
are that the boundary-layer rule for Kv overrides the interior rule
within the boundary layers and that in shallow locations where
the surface and bottom boundary layers overlap, we choose the lo-
cal maximum value for the eddy diffusivity, Kv(z) = max[Kvsur(z),Kv-

bot(z)] (Durski et al., 2004; Blaas et al., 2007). It is likely that the
different mixing processes sometimes combine nonlinearly, so
we view the present approach as a preliminary one that has the
advantage of process completeness but should be reconsidered
when more is known.

In the WEC implementation, Kv is augmented by wave-induced
mixing in both the surface and bottom boundary layers. The incre-
mental wave-enhanced momentum mixing of momentum is due
to surface breaking (b) and bottom current drag (cd):

Dw ¼ o

oz
Kb

vðzÞ þ Kcd
v ðzÞ

� � ou
oz

� �
; ð58Þ

plus an equivalent diffusivity for tracers. In the surface region, Kb
v is

added to Kvsur, by the rationale in the preceding paragraph. In the
bottom boundary layer, Kcd

v is a generalization for the usual KPP
Kvbot(z) because of the wave-enhanced bottom stress.

Mixing near the surface due to breaking has been modeled with
local turbulent closures. Craig and Banner (1994) propose a model
based on the Mellor–Yamada level 2.5 closure model (Mellor and
Yamada, 1982; Galperin et al., 1988) by introducing a turbulent ki-
netic energy input at the surface and a modified surface roughness
scale with a prescribed bilinear relationship for the turbulent
length scale analogous to the law of the wall. Subsequently this ap-
proach has been further developed (Burchard, 2001; Umlauf et al.,
2003; Newberger and Allen, 2007b; Jones and Monismith, 2008).
We take a similar approach by defining Kb

vðzÞ consistent with the
depth-averaged eddy viscosity proposed by Battjes (1975) and ver-
tically distributed with a shape function fkV(z) (analogous to fb in
Section 3.3):

Kb
vðzÞ ¼ cb

ð1� arÞ�b þ �r

q0

� �1=3

H�Df KvðzÞ; ð59Þ

where cb is a constant.3 This can be viewed as mixing-length esti-
mate, with the velocity scale based on the breaker dissipation rate
and the length scale based on the local wave height H�, modified
by the vertical distribution function fkV(z) and with the depth factor
D to retain the depth-average value of Battjes (1975). Apotsos et al.
(2007) use cb = 1/14 based on deep-water wave dissipation mea-
sured by Terray et al. (1996), so we anticipate cb is an Oð0:1Þ param-
eter. Terray et al. (1996) report that the penetration depth of surface
turbulence is proportional to the wave height, with little reduction
in turbulent intensity to a depth of 0.7H�. Hence, the depth-depen-
dency of Kb

v can be slightly different from that of Bb. To allow distinct
vertical scaling for Bb and Kb

v , we will define a vertical scale for Kb
v

with k�1
Kv ¼ aKvH�, where kkV replaces kb in (53) and akV is an Oð1Þ

parameter.
In the bottom boundary layer due to current shear turbulence,

wave motions enhance the bottom shear; e.g., Soulsby (1995) pro-
poses the drag law,

scd
bot ¼ sc 1:0þ 1:2

jswj
jswj þ jscj

� �3:2
" #

;

sc ¼ q0
j

lnðzm=zoÞ

� �2

juju; jswj ¼
1
2
q0fw uw

orb

		 		2; ð60Þ

where sc and sw are bottom stresses due to current and waves; j is
the von Kármán constant; zm is a reference depth above the bed,
nominally equivalent to a half bottom-most grid cell height (in a
barotropic model zm = D/2; (e.g., Uchiyama et al., 2009)); zo is the
bed roughness length; fw is the wave friction factor given by (37);
and juw

orbj is the bottom wave orbital velocity. As simpler alterna-
tives for sensitivity testing, we define a linear bottom drag law,

scd
bot ¼ q0lu ð61Þ

(l is a linear drag coefficient (m/s)) and a log-layer drag law,

scd
bot ¼ sc ¼ q0

j
lnðzm=zoÞ

� �2

juju ð62Þ

(zm and zo are interpreted as in (60)). The magnitude of Kcd
v is pro-

portional to jscd
botj

1=2 in a KPP bottom boundary layer scheme.

4. DUCK94 experiment

For both model validation and dynamical interpretation, we
simulate the vertical profile of horizontal velocity measured on a
natural sandy beach at Duck, North Carolina, during the DUCK94
th
e
it
si
fr



Table 1
Common model parameters for DUCK94 simulations.

Variable Value Unit

Offshore wave height H� 1.6 m
Offshore peak wave period Tp 6.0 s
Offshore incident wave angle ho 193.0 �
CT93 breaking parameter Bb 0.64 –
CT93 breaking parameter cb 0.31 –
Roller dissipation parameter sinb 0.1 –
Offshore tidal elevation ftide 0.7 m

Cross-shore wind stress swind;x
sur

�0.2532 Pa

Alongshore wind stress swind;y
sur

�0.1456 Pa

Coriolis frequency f 8.5695 � 10�5 1/s
Lateral momentum diffusion coefficient Kh 0.1 m2/s
Mean water density q0 1027.5 kg/m3
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experiment (e.g., Garcez Faria et al., 1998, 2000; Newberger and Al-
len, 2007b). The field data were obtained on October 12, 1994,
when strong cross-shore currents were present associated with a
storm. The vertical profile of the littoral current was measured
with a vertical stack of seven electromagnetic current meters
(EMCs) mounted on a mobile sled at elevations of 0.41, 0.68,
1.01, 1.46, 1.79, 2.24 and 2.57 m above the bed. The sled was lo-
cated at a sequence of sites along a cross-shore transect; each site
sample lasted for 1 h, and seven samples were made across the
transect during the day. Horizontal velocity was also measured
with a spatially fixed cross-shore array of 11 EMCs distributed
around the surf zone (e.g., Feddersen et al., 1998). Directional wave
spectra were measured on an alongshore line of 10 pressure sen-
sors in 8 m depth (Long, 1996), and a cross-shore array of 13 pres-
sure sensors was used to measure wave heights spanning the surf
zone (Elgar et al., 1998). Further details of the data acquisition and
processing are in Gallagher et al. (1996, 1998) and Elgar et al.
(1998).

The vertical current profiles in DUCK94 have previously been
modeled in NA07 using an Eulerian-averaged WEC model with a
VF representation implemented within the POM code (Blumberg
and Mellor, 1987). Their formulation is dynamically consistent
within the shallow-water range, i.e., kh	 1. It includes most of
the necessary wave-induced forcing for nearshore applications,
including conservative VF and quasi-static set-down as body
forces; non-conservative forcing due to wave-breaking and associ-
ated surface roller as surface stresses; and wave-enhanced vertical
mixing. A limitation of their model arises from the assumption of
kh	 1, leading to neglect of the vertical variations in uSt and VF
and distortion of the breaking acceleration profile.

We perform many simulations to expose 3D wave–current mod-
eling sensitivities (Table 2). Run 1 is the baseline numerical experi-
ment. It uses a type III shape function for fb(z) in (53) with ab = 0.2.
The KPP modification by breaking relies on a type II shape function
for fkV(z) in (53) with akV = 1.2 and cb = 0.03. These choices represent
breaking acceleration as a shallow, surface-intensified body force.
For the bottom streaming acceleration, a type III shape is used for
fwd(z) in (55) with awd = 3.0. Bottom drag is with the combined
wave–current model by Soulsby (1995) with zo = 0.001 m (Fedder-
sen et al., 1998). The wave field is evaluated by the WKB
spectrum-peak model with surface roller (ar = 1.0), the empirical
breaking parameterization (39), and the wave drag dissipation
(36). CEW comprising the frequency Doppler shift and changes in
mean water column height due to wave-setup/down are included
in the wave model unless otherwise stated. The wave model is
tightly coupled with the current model at every ROMS baroclinic
time step. We omit stratification (i.e., constant temperature and
salinity with no surface heat and freshwater fluxes). We specify a
weak lateral momentum diffusion with a constant coefficient of
0.1 m2/s to obtain smooth solutions. The imposed forcing due to
waves, wind, and tides are averaged over the duration of the sled
measurements and held constant during the simulations. Model
parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The experiments in this section use the 3D code in a vertical (x–z)
2D mode by assuming alongshore y uniformity. The computational
domain is chosen as 768 m in the cross-shore direction (x) with
Dx = 2 m. For all runs 32 vertical s levels are used with grid-height
refinement near the surface and bottom. The field-surveyed bottom
topography with a bar around x = 120 m is used without any spatial
smoothing. Alongshore topographic uniformity is assumed, and a
periodic condition is imposed in the alongshore direction. A
Neumann condition is applied at the shoreward boundary to allow
mass and momentum exchange between the interior domain and
the very shallow shoreward region (x < 0). Chapman-type radiation
boundary conditions for fc and �u are adapted at the offshore open
boundary with weak nudging for fc and �u towards f̂þ ftide and
�uSt. A Neumann condition is used for all other variables at the off-
shore boundary. The baroclinic time step is 3 s with a mode-split-
ting ratio of 30. Simulations are initiated with a resting state and
integrated for 6 h to obtain steady solutions that are y-invariant
(i.e., they are stable to littoral shear instability, consistent with the
DUCK94 observations).

4.1. Waves and depth-averaged currents

As background for the 3D simulations, we first examine two
barotropic runs with and without the roller model (Runs 2d1 and
2d2). The cross-shore profiles of the wave field for Run 2d1 and
the bottom topography are in Fig. 1a. The simulated H�(x) agrees
reasonably well with the observed wave height (Elgar et al.,
1998). The three dissipation terms in the wave model (Fig. 1b) dem-
onstrate that depth-induced breaking �b occurs at two locations,
around the bar crest and the nearshore region. The roller dissipation
�r peaks slightly shoreward of �b by design. The frictional bottom
streaming dissipation �wd is about one order of magnitude smaller
than the others around the breaking points, but it is dominant in
the offshore region (x > 500 m). Because the WKB ray model is inde-
pendent of the roller model, �b and �wd are identical in Run 2d2.

We compare the depth-averaged velocity, �u ¼ ð�u; �vÞ, and dy-
namic sea level, fc � ftide, among Runs 2d1–2d2 and two analogous
3D simulations (i.e., Runs 1 and 2, with and without the roller
model) in Fig. 1c–e. A roller has significant effects. The cross-shore
velocity �u is altered by the roller contribution to uSt because it must
be an anti-Stokes flow in alongshore-uniform, steady-state solu-
tions as required by barotropic mass conservation (Section 5.1;
Uchiyama et al., 2009). The differences between 2D and 3D models
are appreciable, more so in fc and �v than in �u. �v generally increases
towards the shore, particularly beyond the breaking point around
the bar crest, and then it diminishes toward the shore. The roller
pushes the peak �v locations shoreward and weakens the cross-
shore �v gradient in the 2D and 3D cases. In the 3D runs, the peak
�v is reduced and the alongshore momentum is distributed further
shoreward than the 2D cases, due to the bottom drag modification
and vertical momentum imbalance via vertical mixing (Section
4.8). The 3D Run 1 with shallow breaking and roller provides the
best agreement with the observed fixed-array �v from Feddersen
et al. (1998). Although �u and fc vary in x, the resultant wave fields
are nearly the same among the different cases, indicating that CEW
plays a small role in DUCK94 (in contrast to its much larger role in
rip currents and littoral shear instabilities Yu and Slinn, 2003;
Özkan-Haller and Kirby, 1999; Uchiyama et al., 2009).

4.2. Vertical structure

To expose Bb depth-dependency and roller contributions in
(48), we compare four 3D simulations (Runs 1–4; Table 2). Runs



Fig. 1. Cross-shore profiles of (a) resting depth h, wave height H� (observed and modeled), and modeled wave angle h; (b) q�1 times the wave dissipation rates by depth-
induced breaking �b, roller �r, and bottom drag �wd; (c) fc; (d) �u; and (e) ��v along with the observed alongshore velocity from the fixed-array EMCs (circles) (Feddersen et al.,
1998).

Table 2
Computational configurations for the DUCK94 simulations. ar = 0 means no roller component. Options for bottom drag are the Soulsby model (60) S95, linear (61) LIN, and log-
layer (62) LOG. Bottom roughness zo (m) is used for S95 and LOG, while l (m/s) is used for LIN. For fb, fkV, and fwd, roman numericals indicate the shape types defined in (53) and
(55). ab, awd, and akV are length scale coefficients for the shape functions. S indicates use of the streaming stress model, either for surface breaking (52) or bottom streaming (57).
SS denotes the Stokes scale, kb = 2k.

Run Waves Bottom drag Bb Bwd
Kb

v
Normalized r.m.s. errors

WEC CEW ar Model zo or l fb ab fwd awd fkV akV cb uerror verror

1 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4270 0.0922
2 ON ON 0.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.7560 0.4277
3 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III SS III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.8166 0.2422
4 ON ON 0.0 S95 0.001 III SS III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.8745 0.5582
5 ON ON 0.25 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.6518 0.2072
6 ON ON 0.50 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.5647 0.1113
7 ON ON 0.75 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4896 0.0806
8 ON OFF 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4096 0.0956
9 OFF OFF – LOG 0.001 – – – – – – – 0.8952 0.6125

10 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.1 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4130 0.0965
11 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.5 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4617 0.0816
12 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 1.0 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.5658 0.0945
13 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 S – III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4336 0.0907
14 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 I 1.2 0.03 0.4151 0.1028
15 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 III 1.2 0.03 0.4001 0.2243
16 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 0.4 0.03 0.6825 0.1397
17 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 0.8 0.03 0.4829 0.1315
18 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.6 0.03 0.4084 0.1456
19 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.01 0.6019 0.1313
20 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.05 0.4748 0.0961
21 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.07 0.5256 0.1286
22 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.10 0.5829 0.1818
23 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 1.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4317 0.0918
24 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 III 5.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4252 0.0926
25 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 S – II 1.2 0.03 0.4346 0.0916
26 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.001 III 0.2 OFF – II 1.2 0.03 0.4706 0.0924
27 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.005 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4520 0.3076
28 ON ON 1.0 S95 0.010 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.5546 0.4532
29 ON ON 1.0 LIN 0.004 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4490 0.7508
30 ON ON 1.0 LIN 0.008 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4320 0.0865
31 ON ON 1.0 LOG 0.001 III 0.2 III 3.0 II 1.2 0.03 0.4345 0.1893
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1 and 2 have breaking as a shallow body force, while Runs 3 and 4
have a weaker depth variation in Bb by setting kb = 2k (i.e., the
same profile as uSt) in (53); we call the latter runs deep breaking
cases. The roller contribution is included in Runs 1 and 3 and ab-
sent in Runs 2 and 4. Figs. 2 and 3 display (u,w), (uSt,wSt) and Kv
for Run 1 in the x–z-plane (this case has the best match with the
observed barotropic �v; Fig. 1e). u(x,z) has a surf-zone overturning
circulation with a strong onshore flow near the surface and an
opposing, offshore undertow near the bottom. This circulation pat-
tern is most prominent around the bar crest. The largest negative v
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appears in the trough region shoreward of the bar. An increase of
Kv associated with an increase of Kb

v is observed around the bar
and near the shoreward boundary (Fig. 3), consistent with the
�b(x) profile (Fig. 1b). The 3D stokes velocities are strongest at these
two breaking points, with depth-variation even in such a shallow
area (Fig. 2d–f). uSt is much stronger than vSt by an order of magni-
tude due to the small obliqueness of the incident waves. The diver-
gence implied by uSt induces two wSt dipole circulations, with
wave-induced upwelling adjacent to the shoreline and inshore of
the bar, and downwelling offshore of these locations. The vertical
velocity w is comparable in magnitude to wSt, and its primary
upwelling and downwelling centers occur in similar cross-shore
locations, albeit more bottom-concentrated, i.e., up- and down-
ward flows on the inshore and offshore sides of the bar in the off-
shore-headed near-bed undertow. The vertical variation of uSt

implies a depth-varying VF that leads to a simulation improvement
compared to the NA07 model (Section 4.8). The cross-shore under-
tow profile is modified significantly by the deep Bb (Fig. 4a–c). The
surf-zone recirculation in u greatly weakens in Runs 3 and 4. Exclu-
sion of the roller shifts the bar recirculation in u towards the shore-
ward trough region, then it increases the surface onshore u near
the shoreward end. v(x,z) is modified less than u(x,z) among these
runs (Fig. 4d–f), but the deep breaking acceleration tends to gener-
ate the peak v location near the bar crest and deeper than the shal-
low breaking cases. In turn, the roller acts to shift the peak v
location shoreward, and v is mixed horizontally to reduce its
cross-shore gradient.

Simulated u(x,z) fields are compared with the observed velocities
(Garcez Faria et al., 1998, 2000) in Fig. 5, and the normalized r.m.s.
errors for u and v (as defined in NA07b) at a total of 42 measurement
positions are summarized in Table 2 (last two columns). The errors
for Run 1 in matching the observations are generally the least. The
deep breaking definitely lacks the recirculation pattern in u, with
much weaker near-bed offshore undertow and near-surface onshore
flow. All four 3D runs have fairly good agreement in v, while the
exclusion of the roller clearly misses the increase of v in the trough
region. As a consequence, both the shallow breaker forcing and the
roller shift the peak v location shoreward, and the former acts to gen-
erate the recirculating u field quite well. The vertical structure of u
and the r.m.s. errors for Run 1 (uerror = 0.43 and verror = 0.092; Table
2) are similar to or a bit even better than those in NA07 where uerror

and verror range 0.45–0.70, and 0.12–0.50, respectively; neverthe-
less, we view NA07 as a generally skillful model of the shallow-water
regime in DUCK94 (kh < 1). The Kv field from the modified KPP model
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(Fig. 3) has wave-enhanced structures both near the surface and at
mid-depth that influence the currents (Section 3.4). It is qualita-
tively similar to the Kv field in NA07 based on a two-equation local
turbulence closure model with a modification due to wave breaking
as in Craig and Banner (1994).

4.3. Effects of waves

The roller model can be viewed as a correction to �b (39) and Bb

(48). We assess its influence by varying the value of ar in (48) in 5
cases: Run 1: ar = 1; Run 2: ar = 0; Run 5: ar = 0.25; Run 6: ar = 0.5;
and Run 7: ar = 0.75. As ar increases, the peak �tot = (1 � ar)�b + �r

location moves slightly shoreward, and �tot is noticeably intensified
in the trough region, 50 < x < 100 m (Fig. 6a). The �v profiles gain
more alongshore momentum in the trough with larger ar

(Fig. 6b). The vertical shears in u are also enhanced with larger ar

(Fig. 7a and b). This is due to an increase in the combined breaking
and bottom streaming force Awx (Fig. 7c). The changes in �tot alter
the vertical eddy viscosity profiles (Fig. 7d), which are partly
responsible for the u profiles. Thus, we confirm that a roller com-
ponent greatly improves the match to DUCK94 (Garcez Faria
et al., 1998, 2000, NA07b).
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In Fig. 7 we show two additional cases that artificially restrict
the wave–current interaction: Run 8 has no CEW in the WKB mod-
el, and Run 9 is entirely without WEC. Ignoring CEW does not have
a large effect in this situation because the wave fields are not very
different among our cases (Section 4.1). However, without WEC,
both the recirculation in u and the flow in v are very weak, while
Kv reverts to the KPP-evaluated Kcd

v ; without wave–current interac-
tion, the currents are entirely wind-driven. It is, of course, no sur-
prise that WEC, especially due to Bb, is a primary influence on
littoral currents.

4.4. Depth-dependent breaking acceleration

The vertical scale of Bb(z) set by kb in (53) is crucial in the resul-
tant surf-zone flow structure. Extending the runs in Section 4.2, we
test 6 different settings for the breaking acceleration (Runs 1, 3,
and 10–13 in Table 2). Runs 1 and 10–12 have a shallow breaking
force with a type III function in (53) with different k�1

b ¼ abH�:
ab = 0.1 (Run 10), 0.2 (Run 1), 0.5 (Run 11), and 1.0 (Run 12). Run
3 is for a deep Bb (i.e., kb = 2k). Run 13 specifies the breaking force
as a surface stress as in (52).

For the smaller ab and surface stress cases, u and v around the
bar crest (x = 123 m) are rather alike and show a good agreement
with the observations (Fig. 8a and b and the r.m.s. errors in Table
2), regardless of the different Bbx profiles (Fig. 8c). However, with
larger ab, the surface onshore and near-bed offshore undertow
flows in u are significantly reduced, and the r.m.s. errors are much
larger, while v is overestimated. The Stokes-scale fb in Run 3 gives
the worst agreement, and the shear in u is nearly absent. Vertical
eddy viscosity Kv is substantially unaltered for all the cases
(Fig. 8d). We conclude (consistent with NA07b) that a surface-con-
centrated Bb or an equivalent surface stress sb

sur is essential to
reproduce the surf-zone flow structure. We further test the sensi-
tivity to the types of fb(z) function in (53), but find its influence on
u(x,z) to be secondary to the choice of kb.

4.5. Breaking enhancement of vertical mixing

The wave breaking modification to KPP relies on a choice of the
vertical shape function fkV(z), its inverse scale akV, and the param-
eter cb (Section 3.4; (59)). We test their sensitivities by comparison
of Run 1 (type II shape function, akV = 1.2, cb = 0.03) with Runs 14–
15 (types I and III), Runs 16–18 (type II, akV = 0.4, 0.8, and 1.6), and
Runs 19–21 and 5 (type II, cb = 0.01, 0.05, 0.07, and 0.1). Unlike
with fb, the diffusivity shape function has a noticeable influence,
by underestimating v when type III is used and Kb

v exhibits less de-
cay downward to the bed (Fig. 9). Similarly, as akV increases the
near-surface breaking effect deepens to intensify the near-bed
Kb

v , while the KPP Kcd
v changes little among these cases. With smal-

ler aKv the recirculating structure in u and magnitude in v are both
strengthened. The empirical constant cb in (59) also has moderate
influence on the resultant u field (not shown). Its role is somewhat
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similar to that by akV: decreasing cb leads to stronger recirculation
in u and to speed in v. (Notice that the Run 1 values that best fit
DUCK94 (i.e., akV = 1.2 and cb = 0.03) differ somewhat from the val-
ues suggested by Terray et al. (1996) and Apotsos et al. (2007) for
deep-water waves (akV = 0.7 and cb = 0.07).) We infer from the data
comparisons that there is a greater sensitivity to the shape profile
in Kb

v than in Bb, and that the wave-induced mixing scale is signif-
icantly larger than the analogous breaking acceleration scale (i.e.,
ab = 0.2).

4.6. Bottom streaming

Wave-induced bottom streaming (Section 3.3) has been less
investigated than the other WEC mechanisms because it occurs
within a thin wave bottom boundary layer (WBBL) that makes
measurement and modeling difficult in the natural environment.
We test the sensitivity to the non-dimensional length scale awd
in (54)–(56) with Runs 23, 1 and 24 (awd = 1, 3 and 5, respectively),
as well as Run 25 where the WBBL is unresolved and imposed as a
bed stress as in (57) and Run 26 where streaming and bottom
wave-drag dissipation are neglected with �wd = 0. The r.m.s. errors
in Table 2 demonstrate exclusion of the streaming leads to a mod-
est increase of model error, while the other cases yield approxi-
mately the same errors; however, there are few measurements
near the bottom. The model-data comparison around the bar crest
(Fig. 10a) shows that u is too strong without streaming because the
near-bottom offshore flow is in the opposite direction to the on-
shore streaming stress. The streaming influence is even stronger
in the offshore region with a wind-driven Stokes–Ekman flow
(Fig. 10b); the streaming generates an onshore bottom velocity of
0.06 m/s and shifts the profile of u over the entire water column.
Even in the offshore site, the sensitivity to the Bwd(z) (54) profile
is modest (including to the function type in fwd; not shown). The
WBBL thickness dw in (56) is estimated as 0.04 ± 0.01 m, which is
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only marginally resolved with a bottom-most grid height that var-
ies from 0.03 m at the shoreward boundary to 0.1 m at the offshore
boundary. In other tests we have seen that marginal resolution, or
even an unresolved bottom stress, is sufficient to capture the bulk
effect of streaming on u(z). In offshore regions �wd typically domi-
nates over �b, and its effect is known to be significant (Xu and Bo-
wen, 1994; Lentz et al., 2008). It leads to a cross-shore bottom
velocity convergence offshore of the bar crest in our simulations,
and its associated sediment transport may help to maintain the
bar structure in the surf zone.

4.7. Wave-enhanced bottom drag

Bottom drag is well known to be the most important factor that
determines barotropic alongshore velocity �v (e.g., Uchiyama et al.,
2009). We examine its sensitivity on 3D u with alternative drag
formulations: the combined wave–current model (60) with
zo = 0.001 m (Run 1), 0.005 m (Run 27) and 0.01 m (Run 28); the
linear drag model (61) with l = 0.004 m/s (Run 29) and 0.008 m/
s (Run 30); and the log-layer model (62) with z0 = 0.001 m, omit-
ting bed shear stress enhancement due to waves (Run 31). The ver-
tical profiles of u around the bar crest (Fig. 11) vary substantially
among these cases, as expected from barotropic modeling experi-
ence. Runs 1 and 30 lead to approximately equivalent flow fields
with good model skills (Table 2). Increasing zo with the Soulsby
model increases model error by weakening the recirculation in u
and reducing v. The linear drag model with small l = 0.004 and
the log-layer model yield good u profiles, but they have larger v
than measured. Other sensitivities related to bottom drag are that
Kv(z) is slightly altered through CEW on Kb

v and bed shear stress on
the KPP Kcd

v (not shown). Among the runs presented here, the Soul-
sby model with zo = 0.001 m provides the best overall agreement
with the data; the same conclusion was drawn with barotropic
simulations of �v for DUCK94 (Feddersen et al., 1998). In summary,
bottom drag also plays a crucial role in the 3D structure of u.

4.8. Horizontal momentum balance

To diagnose the influential mechanisms in our 3D solutions, we
analyze the momentum balances in Runs 1–3 (i.e., the case that
best matches Duck94, a case removing the roller, and a case
increasing the vertical scale of the breaking acceleration). The
advection and horizontal VF terms in (26) and (27) are rearranged
into non-flux forms to separate the Eulerian advection (u � r)u and
the horizontal VF J in (5), which includes the Stokes–Coriolis force.
The vertical VF K in (5) is extracted from the second term in the
integral in (33) and added to the horizontal VF terms to combine
them into the total VF terms. The horizontal gradient of the rest
of (33) is the total pressure gradient force (PGF) Ptot. We
decompose the PGF into the non-WEC current contribution Pc;
the quasi-static response Pqs; the Bernoulli head contribution Pbh

from the interaction between vertical current shear and depth-
dependent Stokes drift; and the WEC surface pressure boundary
correction Ppc:

Ptot ¼ Pc þ Pwec ¼ Pc þ Pqs þ Pbh þ Ppc

¼ �r? gfc þ
Z z

�h

gq
q0

dz
� �

þ gr?f̂þr?Kjfc þr?Pjfc : ð63Þ

where Pwec = Pqs + Pbh + Ppc denotes the combined WEC contribu-
tion. All the momentum terms shown here are volume-averaged
and placed on the right side of (26) and (27).

The barotropic cross-shore momentum balance in Fig. 12 is led
by the pressure gradient (Ptot) and breaking forces. This is consis-
tent with the classical view of surf-zone momentum balance
between wave-setup and breaking acceleration (cf., Bowen et al.,
1968; Raubenheimer et al., 2001). In the shallow breaking cases
(Runs 1 and 2), the advection and the VF terms provide partially
canceling cross-shore transports, whereas they are quite small in
the deep breaking case (Run 3). Note that the cross-shore horizontal
VF in Runs 1 and 2 is dominated by the vertical VF contribution. The
alongshore momentum balance is led by the breaking acceleration
and the bottom drag, again consistent with the classical view. There
is a secondary balance between the advection and VF as required by
the barotropic mass balance that results in the anti-Stokes �u flow
for an alongshore-uniform, steady circulation (Uchiyama et al.,
2009). These secondary terms are again cross-shore transport,
and they have a larger reach between the bar and the nearshore
when the roller is present (Runs 1 and 3). The alongshore VF gener-
ally opposes y-advection where the latter is strong, but they are not
completely canceled out, apparently because of different vertical
structures of u and uSt. The VF is also opposite to Bby < 0 around
the bar region and near the shoreline, while accelerating v < 0 in
the trough. The trough acceleration occurs in a more shoreward
location with shallow breaking and roller (Run 1) than otherwise
(Runs 2–3). In addition to the broader �tot in the trough with roller,
the alongshore VF 3D shape is the reason why the peak ��v occurs
well inshore of the bar in Run 1 with better agreement with the
measurements (Fig. 1e; Sections 4.1 and 4.2).

The depth-averaged cross-shore PGF decomposition (63) shows
that WEC contribution Pwec x is a significant modification of Ptot x,
although shallow breaking (Runs 1 or 2) has a larger Pwec x than
deep breaking (Fig. 13). Ptot x for Run 3 is primarily led by Pcx and
the quasi-static P qsx, corresponding to the classical barotropic
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cross-shore momentum balance (cf., Bowen et al., 1968; Uchiyama
et al., 2009). For Runs 1 and 2, Pwec x is dominated by Pbhx and Pqsx;
i.e., Ptot x is modified significantly by the vertical current shear
through Pbhx. This mechanism causes the difference in the wave-in-
duced sea-level rise (setup) between the 2D and 3D cases in Fig. 1c.
The WEC surface pressure boundary correction Ppcx is small for all
cases here.

Leading terms in the 3D cross-shore momentum balance for
both Runs 1 and 3 (Figs. 14a–e and 15a–e) show the central role
of vertical mixing Dwx in the bar and shore regions. It vertically
connects the surface-intensified breaking to the bottom drag in
the cross-shore force balance (in combination with a nearly baro-
tropic PGF). The increase of Dwx < 0 with height and the bottom-
intensified structure of cross-shore advection and VF induce the
u recirculation in Fig. 2a; however, the features are much weaker
with deep breaking (Run 3), as is the recirculation itself (Fig. 4b).

The WEC role in the alongshore momentum balance (Fig. 14f–h)
is even more striking because VF has a significant decrease with
depth in balancing the baroclinic distributions of both advection
and vertical mixing (whereas VF merely balances advection in the
depth-averaged budget; Fig. 12). With shallow breaking (Run 1),
advection and vertical mixing primarily redistribute v vertically,
while VF is mainly a horizontal redistribution. Even with deep
breaking (Run 3), VF has significant vertical variation (Fig. 15h). This
implies that in shallow littoral regions like DUCK94, it is necessary to
have a fully 3D structure for Stokes drift and VF, unlike in the NA07
model. The primary alongshore momentum balance occurs between
advection and vertical mixing in Run 1, particularly over the bar and
near the shoreward boundary, where the recirculating u is most
prominent, and VF enters at the same order of magnitude. In Run 3
VF contributes relatively more to balance the advection, while the
vertical mixing plays a secondary role (Fig. 15f–h). The alongshore
non-conservative forcing Awy (not shown) is proportional to Awx by
definition, hence always negative to drive the negative v.

In summary, WEC is quantitatively important for u(x,z) in the
surf zone momentum balance through both VF and especially Pwec.
A similar conclusion is in NA07 regarding VF, although its vertical
structure is neglected there.
5. Model comparisons for a plane beach

Another test case is a littoral flow driven by obliquely incident
waves on a plane beach with a uniform slope of 1:80. This problem
was posed in HW09 to comparatively assess a quasi-3D model
(SHORECIRC) and a fully-3D model (developed in W08 using
ROMS), both based upon a radiation-stress formalism. The W08
model is based on a set of wave-averaged equations derived by
Mellor (2003, 2005) using a GLM-like vertical mapping approach
with a depth-varying radiation stresses. Here we compare the lat-
ter solution with ones using the present ROMS model with identi-
cal wave fields obtained using SWAN without CEW. As described in
HW09, the offshore spectral waves are specified by the JONSWAP
spectrum for 2 m significant wave height Hsig with a peak period
of 10 s at an angle of 10� off the shore-normal direction. A quasi-
barotropic quadratic bottom drag model is used:

scd
bot ¼ q0cDj�uju; ð64Þ

with cD = 0.0015. For 3D runs u in (64) is the horizontal velocity at the
bottom-most grid cells, whereas it is �u in a 2D barotropic run. There
are minor functional differences between the two models – the W08
model has a wetting/drying capability (whereas our model imposes a
solid wall boundary with the minimum water depth, hmin = 0.01 m,
at the shoreward boundary), and it relies on a GLS k � � turbulence
closure model (Warner et al., 2005) (whereas our model uses either
the modified KPP or the analytical model in (65); however, these do
not dominate the solution differences we present).

The horizontal extent of the domain is 1180 m in x (cross-
shore) � 140 m in y (alongshore) with grid spacings of Dx = Dy =
20 m. The model coordinates have a west-coast orientation, with
the offshore open boundary located at x = 0. The resting depth h
varies from 12 m to 0.01 m (hmin), and is discretized with 20 uni-
form vertical s levels. Boundary conditions are alongshore period-
icity, zero normal flux and tangential Neumann conditions at the
shoreline boundary, and Chapman-type radiation with weak nudg-
ing for �u and fc (as in Section 4) at the offshore boundary. Rotation
is excluded with f = 0. There is no lateral momentum diffusion,
stratification, nor surface wind/heat/freshwater fluxes. Roller
waves and bottom streaming are excluded. We conduct four simu-
lations with the present model: a 2D barotropic case (Run a), and
three 3D cases with breaking acceleration Bb (48) using a type III
shape function (53) with either kb = (0.2H�)�1 (Run b), kb = 2k
(Run c), or the same as Run c but with a parabolic profile for
vertical mixing (Run d). The last run mimics the eddy viscosity
(Kv) distribution in the W08 model, viz.,

KvðzÞ ¼ 0:011ðhþ zÞ 1:0� hþ z
D

� �
: ð65Þ

In our modified KPP, we use a type II shape function with kkV =
(1.2H�)�1 and cb = 0.03 for Runs b and c. For each run the time inte-
gration is continued until a steady solution occurs.



Fig. 16. Plane-beach cross-shore profiles of (a) depth h, significant wave height Hsig, and breaking dissipation rate �b/q0; (b) fc; (c) �u; and (d) �v . Runs a, b, and d are compared
with the HW09 solution. Plus marks depict the analytical solutions (66)–(68).
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5.1. Barotropic fields

Uchiyama et al. (2009) show for steady, alongshore-uniform,
unstratified, non-rotating solutions that the barotropic continuity
balance can be integrated in x from the shoreline to yield the off-
shore-directed, anti-Stokes cross-shore transport velocity,

�u ¼ �uSt: ð66Þ

An analytical solution for the �v is obtained from the mean alongshore
momentum balance, where (66) implies separate sub-balances
between the VF and alongshore advection (i.e., �uox �v ¼ �uSt

ẑ � r? � �uð Þ) and between bottom drag and breaking acceleration:

q0cDj�uj�v ¼
�bky

r
; ð67Þ

where j�uj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�u2 þ �v2
p

. The cross-shore barotropic momentum bal-
ance is dominated by PGF and breaking acceleration:

gox fc � f̂
� �

� �bkx

q0Dr
: ð68Þ

By integrating (68) from the offshore boundary with fc jx¼0 ¼ f̂
(assuming �bjx=0 = 0), the fc(x) profile is approximately retrieved
(e.g., Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962; Bowen et al., 1968). With
(66)–(68) and (7) plus the SWAN-produced wave data for �b, k, and
A, we can readily calculate analytical solutions for �uðxÞ and fc(x).

The shoreward decrease in Hsig occurs because of �b, while
refractive wave shoaling has a weak influence (Fig. 16a). Wave
breaking occurs around 500 < x < 1000 m with the peak near
x = 700 m. The ROMS fc in Fig. 16b generally agrees well with the
analytical fc from (68). A minor deviation arises in the case with
a shallow breaking force (Run b) near the shoreline by Bernoulli
head effect (as in Section 4.8). A slightly larger deviation in fc is
also found with the W08 model; because it extends far offshore,
we suspect it is an artifact from the open boundary condition,
but it causes only a modest discrepancy compared to the 3D differ-
ences emphasized in Section 5.2. �u in Fig. 16c is in almost perfect
agreement with (66) for all the cases. �v also corresponds to the
analytical solution (67) fairly well, particularly for Run a (2D)
(Fig. 16d) while the 3D cases show deviations because of the 3D
current in the bottom drag force. �v peaks at almost the same
cross-shore location for all the cases, except for Run b with a more
onshore j�v jmaximum because of a cross-shore momentum imbal-
ance associated with the Aw and vertical mixing Dw (47), consistent
with DUCK94 results (Sections. 4.4 and 4.8). In the breaking zone in
Run d, �v coincides with that for the W08 model. The W08 model
produces a small positive �v opposing the incident wave direction
in the offshore (x < 500 m). Run c has a sufficiently similar answer
to Run d that we do not show it here, indicating an insensitivity to
the particular Kv(z). All the cases shown here generally agree well
with the analytical depth-averaged solutions, although HW09 has
a slightly larger mismatch and a non-zero value offshore (in the
direction opposite to the incident waves), again probably a bound-
ary condition artifact.

In the present model, the vertically integrated WEC accelera-
tions by breaking and the quasi-static PGF may be combined as

Btot ¼
Z fc

�h
Bb dzþ gDr?f̂: ð69Þ

In W08 the 3D horizontal radiation-stress divergence S is

S ¼ ðSx; SyÞ ¼ � oSxx

ox
� oSyx

oy
þ oSpx

oz
;� oSxy

ox
� oSyy

oy
þ oSpy

oz

� �
ð70Þ

(Mellor, 2003; Warner et al., 2008), with an associated
Btot ¼

R fc

�h Sdz. Fig. 17 shows that the Btotx profiles are essentially
identical between the two models and unchanged among our differ-
ent cases. There is some small difference in Btoty(x) (Fig. 17b), where
the HW09 profile has a slight positive bias associated with the arti-
ficial positive �v in the offshore region (x < 500 m; Fig. 16d).

5.2. Vertical shear

In the surf zone, the shallow breaking case (Run b) has the
strongest recirculation in u(x,z), with near-surface onshore flow
and near-bed offshore undertow (Fig. 18). This pattern is similar
to that in the DUCK94 breaking regions (Fig. 4). The other 3D cases
(Run d and HW09) induce much weaker recirculation in associa-
tion with deeper breaker acceleration profiles. In contrast, Run b
has the weakest v(x,z), while Run d and HW09 have similar v.
The modified KPP scheme concentrates Kv(x,z) near the surface in
the breaking zone (Run b), while the other cases have a mid-depth
maximum for Kv that increases with depth offshore (Fig. 18: lower-
middle). Because Runs b and c (not shown) are more similar in u
and v than either is with Run d and HW09, we conclude that the
most important distinction is the vertical structure of B, with Kv

providing a lesser distinction (cf., Section 4.5). All models yield
the same anti-Stokes �uðxÞ (Fig. 16), but the W08 model generates
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an onshore surface u(x,z) even in the offshore region outside the
breaking zone, which is not seen with the present model. (HW09
shows that the SHORECIRC model also yields a less sheared u pro-
file in the offshore region than the W08 model.)

In the W08 model, the radiation stress tensor (70), e.g., Sxy, can
be rearranged as

Sxy ¼
E
q0

kxky

k
cosh 2kðhþ zÞ þ 1

sinh 2kD
: ð71Þ

This 3D radiation stress has a depth-dependency of cosh[2k(h + z)]
function, consistent with our type III vertical shape function fb(z)
for Bb with kb = 2k in (53). This becomes nearly constant in shallow
water (kh ? 0), including over much of the surf zone. Thus, S in the
W08 is vertically homogeneous (Fig. 18: bottom panels), in contrast
to the shallow Bb in Run b. In Run d, Bb resembles S. Therefore Runs
b and d (and HW09) are closely related to Runs 1 and 3 in the DUCK
experiment (Section 4, Fig. 5) in terms of the depth-dependency
parameter choice. Accordingly, it is anticipated that the 3D radia-
tion-stress model (e.g., Mellor, 2003) could have noticeable defi-
ciency for surf-zone applications. In addition, a more vertically
sheared velocity field with the appropriate Bb forcing is essential
to more correct VF representation that leads to significant modifica-
tion in the momentum balance as seen in Section 4.8, particularly
through the horizontal and vertical VF and the Bernoulli-head
pressure force K. The radiation-stress divergence contains multiple
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aspects of WEC: the conservative VF (if the accompanying wave
model takes CEW into account appropriately; Lane et al., 2007),
the conservative gradient of the quasi-static PGF gr?f̂ (as part of
Sxx and Syy; (e.g., Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1964)), and the
non-conservative acceleration Bb. When S is evaluated with the ver-
tical structure of the leading-order primary wave solution (e.g.,
Mellor, 2003), then it causes an underestimation of vertical shear
in u. The present model cleanly separates the different WEC influ-
ences and allows them to have different spatial distributions.
6. Summary and prospects

Wave–current interaction with a vortex-force (VF) formalism is
implemented in a fully-3D oceanic circulation model (ROMS) in-
tended for use in a wide range of conditions. The Eulerian wave-
averaged, multi-scale asymptotic theory by MRL04 is adapted to
be appropriate for ROMS. Conservative wave effects include the
VF, the Stokes–Coriolis force, Bernoulli head, and quasi-static pres-
sure and sea-level responses. Non-conservative accelerations are
included through parameterizations of depth-induced breaking,
associated surface rollers, and wave-induced streaming dissipation
at the bottom. Wave-enhanced mixing from surface breakers is in-
cluded (adapted from Battjes (1975)), as is wave-enhanced bottom
stress and bottom-boundary layer mixing in a KPP parameteriza-
tion (Large et al., 1994). Here the model is applied to the surf zone
off Duck, NC and demonstrates a good agreement with in situ
velocity data for appropriate choices of several model parameters.
The model is further compared to another ROMS-based 3D model
with a depth-dependent radiation-stress formalism (Warner
et al., 2008) for a littoral current on a gently-sloping plane beach.

Littoral currents are caused by depth-induced wave breaking in
the problems solved here. In the DUCK94 problem, alongshore �vðxÞ
is largest near the topographic bar and has a momentum balance of
breaking acceleration against deceleration by bottom drag and vor-
tex force, while cross-shore �uðxÞ is an offshore, anti-Stokes trans-
port locally enhanced near the bar and shoreline by breaking and
shifted shoreward by VF. Surface-intensified breaking (on a
scale < H�) by the primary and roller waves Bb is essential to repro-
duce the measured current profiles. v(x,z) peaks shoreward of the
bar and has a modest degree of vertical shear, while u(x,z) has two
strong recirculations (onshore at surface, offshore at depth) near
the bar and shoreline. Wave effects of Bb, vertical mixing, PGF,
and vortex force all contribute to the maintenance of the current
profiles. Offshore of the breaking region, the wave-induced bottom
streaming stress shifts the maximum of the anti-Stokes u(z) > 0 up-
ward to mid-depth. Similar conclusions obtain in the plane beach
problem, where in particular a previously proposed deep radia-
tion-stress representation greatly underestimates the recirculation
in u(x,z) compared to WEC with shallow Bb, Kb

v , and vortex force.
The two applications presented here are of limited generality

due to the weakness of the effect of currents on the waves (CEW),
the absence of strong alongshore variation (e.g., rip currents), den-
sity stratification, interaction with eddying currents, suspended
sediments, and even non-hydrostatic current dynamics. We antici-
pate that significant additional wave–current interaction phenom-
ena will be abundant in these variously more general regimes.
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